
Party 1 

29th March 2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I am writing to you to make representation to refuse a new licence being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) as the 
surrounding area is heavily residential (including the building opposite my residence; 
‘John Penry House’, an over 55’s single occupancy residential property). 

My representation is based on three of the licencing objectives under the 2003 
Licensing Act: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder

 Prevention of public nuisance

 Public safety

I am a local resident, having lived in Howson Court for four and a half years, and have 
been plagued by the disturbances caused by late night venues at the same address. 
As you can see from my neighbour  supporting documentation, these 
problems are not venue specific, as late-night venues at these addresses have been 
causing disruption in our neighbourhood for the last 12 years. It simply does not mean 
anything for the name to change as the same problems will persist.   

These numerous disturbances cause serious distress to myself and to my neighbours, 
and we feel ignored when the council persists in granting new licences at the same 
venue. 

Since the venues at these premises have been closes due to lockdown which is now 
over a year there have been no instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the 
street, littering and all other anti-social behaviour that the late-night venues at these 
addresses attract and this is how we want things to be when we all return to normality. 

Please see photos below of the anti-social behaviour that occurred both at and around 
the venues when they were allowed to open. As a woman coming home alone on the 
bus in the evening, I found this behaviour particularly distressing, especially as I 
usually had to walk thorough or around groups of people loitering on Malborough 
Grove before entering the premises. In light of recent events in London, the prospect 
of having to do this again is even more worrying. 

APPENDIX C



A quick google search on the venue ran by the same company in Duke St Hill and a 
review of comments from patrons around lack of enforcement of COVID rules, violence 
and other anti-social behaviour just re-enforces why a late-night licence should not be 
granted. 

In closing please allow us to continue to have a happy and healthy community by 
rejecting this new licence. 

Your Sincerely, 
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Parties 2 & 3

29th March 2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

We are writing to you to make representation to refuse a new licence being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) as the 
surrounding area is heavily residential (including the building opposite where we reside 
‘John Penry House’ being an over 55’s single occupancy residential property). 

Our representation is based on three of the licencing objectives under the 2003 
Licensing Act: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder

 Prevention of public nuisance

 Public safety

We are local residents and have lived in Howson Court for four and a half years and 
have been plagued by the disturbances caused by late night venues at the same 
address. This evidences a systemic issue with late night venues in general and we are 
certain it will persist despite a change in the name of the venue. These disruptions 
include: 

 Blaring music from their vehicles as patrons have pre and post venue parties.

 Illegal parking.

 Fighting / assaults of others.

 Allowing BBQs outside their venues.

 Large gatherings of people on Marlborough Grove drinking alcohol, taking
drugs and inhaling gas canisters in the street using our building and the
surrounding buildings as trash bins.

 The litter from these activities such as broken glass and drug paraphernalia is
frequently left in the street.

All these disruptions cause serious distress to us and to our neighbours and we feel 
repeatedly ignored when the council persists in granting new licences at the same 
venue. In particular the late night disturbances from the loud music and when walking 
out the next day with our two year old and new-born baby and having to avoid broken 
glass. We are aware that some of our neighbours having been verbally threatened 
when challenging this behaviour. 



Since the venue has been closed for over a year due to lockdown there have been no 
instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the street and all the other anti-social 
behaviour that the late-night venues at the address attract. This is how we want things 
to be when we all return to normality. 

A Google search on the venue run by the same company in Duke St Hill and a review 
of comments from patrons around lack of enforcement of COVID rules, violence and 
other anti-social behaviour reinforces our argument as to why a late-night licence 
should not be granted. 

In closing, given these issues that have an ongoing impact on the street and local 
community please allow us to continue to have a happy and healthy community by 
rejecting this new licence. 

Your Sincerely 

  and 



Party 4

29th March 2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I am writing to you to make representation to refuse a new licence being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) as the 
surrounding area is heavily residential (including the building opposite where I reside 
‘John Penry House’ is an over 55’s single occupancy residential property). 

My representation is based on three of licencing objectives under the 2003 Licensing 
Act: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder

 Prevention of public nuisance

 Public safety

I am a local resident and have lived in Howson Court for 4 years and have been 
plagued by the disturbances caused by late night venues at the same address and 
you will see this is not venue specific as late-night venues at these addresses have 
been causing havoc in our neighbourhood for the last 12 years which you can see in 
the supporting PDF’s in my email, it simply does not mean anything for the name to 
change the same problems persist.   

All these disturbances cause serious distress to myself and to my neighbours and we 
feel repeatedly ignored when the council persists in granting new licences at the same 
venue. 

Since the venues at these premises have been closes due to lockdown which is now 
over a year there have been no instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the 
street and all the other anti-social behaviour that the late-night venues at these 
addresses attract and this is how we want things to be when we all return to normality. 

I have attached photos from over the last few years from these venues and the same 
thing is going to happen again which I am sure other residents were saying 5 years 
and 10 years ago when these venues were previously changing hands when they 
were overruled and then we had the same problems all over again and enough is 
enough now. 



A quick google search on the venue ran by the same company in Duke St Hill and a 
review of comments from patrons around lack of enforcement of COVID rules, violence 
and other anti-social behaviour just re-enforces why a late-night licence should not be 
granted. 

In closing please allow us to continue to have a happy and healthy community by 
rejecting this new licence. 

Your Sincerely, 
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This is a transcript of the same Email sent by 28 Local residents 
-see list attached.

To: Southwark Council licensing service,C/O Southwark Environmental health 
and Trading standards, The Chaplin Centre, Thurlow Street, SE17 2DG. 

please find attached a copy of my objection sent on my behalf 

I am writing to object to  a premises variation to license 830446, Xeus 
Nightclub, 512-516 ground floor Old Kent Road SE1 5BA applicant 
Megamusic entertainment Ltd. 

The Grounds for objection are: 

The prevention of nuisance: 

 There is a severe nuisance caused to myself and neighbours by noise 
escape from the club premises.  I am repeatedly disturbed  loud music 
(particuly the thud thud of the base). The proposed variation will increase and 
extend the time the level of nuisance making the life of myself intolerable. 

This problem is made worse by the failure to comply with condition 310 of the 
application The management routinely allow the violation of this condition by 
using the fire exits facing the Old Kent road to be used for exit and entry to the 
club when entertainment is provided. The proposed change to the licence is 
likely to increase this particular problem to an intolerable level particularly as 
the club management when challenged on this issue claim the right to use 
these doors for entry and exit to the club for artistes, staff and guests. 
Currently this means these doors are used in violation of the licence 
conditions every time the club is open and most frequently in the early hours 
of the morning. It is highly likely the proposed variation will make this issue 
even more intolerable. 

In addition the main entrance to the club has two doors designed as an 
'airlock' in that when one door is open the other should be closed to prevent 
noise escape from the premises. These doors are routinely opened at the 
same time and this misuse of the airlock increases substantialy the later it 
gets into opening hours I can only see this problem getting worse under the 
terms of the proposed variation. 

The general level of volume of the music played in the club is far too high for 
the level of sound proofing in the club. Music can always be heard outside on 
the street, in my garden and in my flat and my neighbours flat when the club is 
open. In addition the resonance and vibration from the volume levels and 
base levels of the music are quite intolerable .This proposed licence variation 
if granted without conditions for major sound and vibration reduction is likely 
to greatly increase the level of nuisance caused particularly as the volume of 
the music played is not properly supervised and is routinely raised  at 



aproximately 1am and gets progressively worse the later it gets and the 
proposed changes are likely to make this even worse. 

The general supervison of the club is poor.The club actively encourages  the 
driving  of vehicles over the public pavement and parking on the pavement 
between the club premises and Mcdonalds restaurant and in front of the 
electricity substation.( I understand this land may not belong to the club 
though the club has partialy fenced and taken occupation of it) This area was 
paved by the local authority and is pedestranised yet the club encourages 
vehicle parking, loading and unloading of equipment and of passengers in this 
area. This late night  activity causes noise and disturbance including tooting of 
car horns, furious reving of engines, loud shouting and noise nuisance to 
myself and my neighbours. The manner in which this land is being used not 
only has no planning permission but actively negates against the conditions of 
the licence which require the club to attempt to reduce nuisance to 
neighbours. This club by the manner in which it allows vehicles and dozens of 
patrons to congregate outside in this area demonstrates a disregard for the 
responsibilities of the licence holder and an appalling level of nuisance to 
myself and my neighbours. I believe that the granting of the variation  will of 
itself {and certainly without strenous conditions to stop this area being used by 
the club in the manner in which they currently use it) cause conciderable and 
unacceptable increase in the the level of nuisance caused. 

Public urination  and public vomiting by male and female patrons of the club in 
the front of the club, by the fire exits, on the pavement outside the front and 
sides of the club, in the Old Kent Road, Marlborough Grove, the front of John 
Penry House and the vacant lot opposite John Penry House occurs very 
frequently every time the club is open. There is no attempt to control this by 
door supervisors even when it occurs in the alcoves by the fire doors and 
immediately in front of the club entrance.  In addition the garden and public 
areas of John Penry House - a sheltered housing scheme for elderly 
people - are often used for public defecation and urination and vomiting  as 
well a a rubbish tip by club patrons. It is inevitable this level of public nuisance 
will increase if the variation is granted. 

The other area of public nuisance is the parking of cars by club patrons in 
Marlborough grove particularly outside John Penry House. This leads to a 
constant disturbance most of the night and early hours of the morning when 
the club is open; with car horns being blown, doors slamming, engine revving, 
sqealing of brakes, loud voices, shouting and and frequenent altercations right 
outside my and my neighbours windows . No concideration at all  to the 
elderly residents in the sheltered housing scheme is shown by the stream of 
rowdy, often drunken or stoned club patrons that leave (or go to) this club, 
congregate outside John Penry House and then leave by car in such a rowdy 
manner. It seems this will only get worse if the variation to the license is 
granted. Certainly it is likely the length of time this awful disturbance and 
nuisance has to be endured will increase. 



The Prevention of crime and disorder. 

I object to the granting of this variation to the licence as I believe it will greatly 
increase crime and disorder. This club is acting as a catalyst for crime in our 
area.  Every time the club is open drug dealers and club patrons can be 
observed buying and selling illegal drugs in the vicinity of the club particularly 
in Malt st.  

I and neighbours have watched club patrons buy drugs and go into the club 
and also come out the club go and buy drugs then go back in the club. This 
Problem was non existent in our area prior to these premises becoming a 
night club. The issue is getting steadily worse. There have been stabbings in 
the club, many fights and disturbances on the street, patrons of the club 
armed with guns requiring the presence of both plain clothes armed police 
officers and of uniformed armed police officers to park outside my home, in 
our street and by the club all night every night for several weeks. It is scary 
and terrifying to have this club attracting this level of crime and disorder to our 
door step. I believe the manner in which this club is run and its complete 
disregard for its neighbours contributes to this crime level and is currently the 
prime cause of crime and disorder at night in our area. If the variation is 
granted I believe the crime level will increase directly as a concequence. 

The door staff of this club do not seem able to control entry and egress from 
the club effectively to date response from complaints do not appear to have 
any effect, I believe the granting of the variation will only contribute to more 
aggression and disorder.  

Ensuring public safety 

There is a continous problem with Drunken drivers coming out the club. 
Drivers drive over the pavement and park in the pedestrian area. 
There are frequent fights in the street, Knives and even a fake firearm have 
been stashed in our garden. 
Abuse from club patrons, threats and aggressive behavior are routine 
There is vomit, urine and faeces in the street and the garden. 
The door staff are unhelpful, sometimes aggressive. 
The management do not respond appropriately and at best carry on merrily at 
worst do not seem to take their responsibilities seriously. 

I can only see these problems getting worse if the variation is approved; and 
perversly I think that (given my opinion on how this club is run) I believe to 
grant the variaton would in the mind of the club management act as a stamp 
of approval on their activities. 

Protection of children from harm 

If this variation to the license is granted the changes will mean children going 
past this club will be exposed to the detrimental effects of this club. The club 
is located in the vicinity of the main bus stops, the main shopping facilities, 



close to at least one mosque and four churches and several schools as well 
as housing estates. It would be inevitable that the risk of danger to children 
would be increased as the operation of the club spills ever later into the 
morning both in the immediate vicinity of the club and from club patrons 
misbehaving in the area.  As a result children are more likely to be put at risk. 
The granting of the variation would be detrimental to our children. 
  
Summary 
  
This club is located immediately opposite a sheltered housing scheme for 
elderly people. The club premises used to be a public house and any 
disturbance or other nuisance was confined to a 11pm finish with the 
neighbourhood cleared by 11.30pm.  
  
Since the conversion to a night club there has been crime and nuisance creep 
and disturbance as the club operates later and later and longer and longer 
hours. 
  
Alterations to the fabric and sound proofing of the building have never 
adequately reflected its new use as a night club or the gradual extension of 
operating hours. 
  
The manner in which it has been run shows no concideration for neighbours 
and the noise nuisance it generates is particularly unfair to the elderly people 
living opposite. 
  
This Club is the cause of an unremitting and unconscienable intrusion and 
disturbance to the residents of John Penry House which have resulted in in 
unfair disturbance and noise nuisance most of the night, four nights every 
week.  Christmas and bank holidays have become a nightmare because of 
the noise and nuisance. This application proposes to extend this even further. 
Enough is enough. Is it not time that some limit was set and the local elderly 
people and other neighbours given some concideration and respite from this 
torture which has been imposed on us? 
  
In an Ideal world this club would be told the music should only be heard 
inside the club. Not on the street. Not in neighbours gardens, Not in 
neighbours houses or flats, Full stop. Other boroughs manage this why not 
Southwark? Why are we at the whim of a subjective decision by who ever 
from the licensing department? Why is the resonance and vibration 
emanating from the club not given due weight .This failure to regulate the 
basics properly and fairly is leading to all the problems referred to above. 
  
I understand that at this stage the committee can only deal with the issue of 
the variation and I wish to object to the granting of this application in the 
strongest possible terms. 
  
 



Party 5 

On Wed, 31 Mar 2021 at 10:43,  wrote: 

Hello 

I am writing to make representation to refuse a new licence (number 874320) being 
granted to Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road as the surrounding 
area is heavily residential. 

My representation is based on: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder 
 Prevention of public nuisance 
 Public safety 

I am a local resident and have lived in Howson Court since 2017 and have been 
disturbed by the late night venues formerly operating at the same address. 

Since the venues at these premises have been closed due to lockdown there have 
been no instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the street and all the other anti-
social behaviour that the late-night venues at these addresses attract and this is how 
we want things to be when we all return to normality. 

A quick google search on the venue ran by the same company in Duke St Hill and a 
review of comments from patrons around lack of enforcement of COVID rules, violence 
and other anti-social behaviour just re-enforces why a late-night licence should not be 
granted. 

In closing please allow us to continue to have a happy and healthy community by 
rejecting this new licence. 

Kind Regards 

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 10:46 AM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Re: Licence 874320 objection 

I should have added my details sorry 

     owner of 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk


Party 6 Ms   
Flat    Howson Court 
525 Old Kent Road 
London  
SE1 5XQ 

30th March 2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I am writing to you to make representation to refuse a new licence being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) as the 
surrounding area is heavily residential (including the building opposite where I reside 
‘John Penry House’ is an over 55’s single occupancy residential property). 

My representation is based on three of licencing objectives under the 2003 Licensing 
Act: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder

 Prevention of public nuisance

 Public safety

I am a local resident and mother of a young son. For the past 4 years I have lived in 
Howson Court and been distressed by the violence, drug paraphernalia, noise and 
unacceptable behaviour of clientele at the clubs at that address. My young son has 
picked up drug paraphernalia that has been left on our steps by people going to these 
establishments. It is dangerous and unacceptable in an area which is so close to 
schools. It does not mean anything to change the name of these clubs this problem 
continues to persist and it feels like the council does not care about its residents to 
allow this. How would you feel if your young children had to step over puke, broken 
glass and drug paraphernalia to leave your home at the weekends? 

All these disturbances cause serious distress to myself and to my neighbours and we 
feel repeatedly ignored when the council persists in granting new licences at the same 
venue. 

Since the venues at these premises have been closed due to lockdown which is now 
over a year there have been no instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the 
street and all the other anti-social behaviour that the late-night venues at these 
addresses attract and this is how we want things to be when we all return to normality. 

In closing please allow us to continue to have a happy and healthy community by 
rejecting this new licence. 

Your Sincerely, 
Ms   



    

31 March 2021 

Licensing | licensing@southwark.gov.uk  
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Madam/Sir, 

I’m writing to make representation to refuse a new license being granted to Victory Sports 
Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road, license number 874320.  

I live directly opposite the premises in question, and have been plagued by noise, litter, 
and anti-social behaviour from nightclubs since I moved here in 2016. After numerous 
complaints, sleepless nights, police call-outs, and immense effort on the part of myself and 
my neighbours, the previous nightclubs finally had their licenses revoked. We’re all 
extremely disappointed to see another application for a nightclub being put through.  

This area is simply not appropriate for a late-night venue due to its residential nature. More 
new local residences are currently being constructed, and more still are set to appear in 
the coming years, as specified in Southwark council’s Old Kent Road Area Action Plan 
(referenced below). I believe it’s even more important that we prohibit more such risk, 
damage and nuisance to the community. 
Old Kent Road AAP: https://www.southwark.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-
policy-and-transport-policy/development-plan/area-action-plans-section/old-kent-road-aap  

Having a late-night venue in this area affects local lifestyles on a daily basis. It’s 
unacceptable for us to have our sleep regularly disturbed by loud music, shouting, and 
people using our entryways for drinking, smoking and drugs. Not even the most 
conscientious venue would be able to control the noise problems - this area just doesn’t 
work for a nightclub.  

We shouldn’t have to wade through laughing gas canisters, empty drinks bottles, mounds 
of cigarette ends and smelly takeaway cartons when we step outside of our homes. The 
broken glass in particular is a problem as I literally have to sweep it out of the way to walk 
my dog to the park. I know my neighbours with small children worry about dangerous litter 
such as drug paraphernalia too. On weekend mornings after a busy night for the clubs, the 
whole area smells like a urinal, particularly the area in front of the over-55s retirement 
home across the road, which makes me very sad.  

Safety is my main area of concern. As a single woman, I feel extremely unsafe about the 
violent crime brought to my doorstep by late night venues. I don’t deserve to be harassed 
or threatened by men or large groups of people on my way to and from my front door. I’ve 

Party 7
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witnessed numerous fights including a domestic abuse incident, where people have been 
injured (quite seriously, in some cases), which is stressful and upsetting.  

Due to the proximity of the premises to the A2 (Old Kent Road), I’ve also witnessed some 
gut-wrenching near misses between drunk people and passing traffic. Considering that 
the front door is perhaps 5-10 paces from this 40mph A-road, I’d suggest that it would be 
irresponsible to have a drinking venue here.  

With inclusivity in mind, I believe a sports bar is the last thing this community needs. A 
sports centre, for example, would attract a more varied demographic of ages, races, and 
genders, and would support the health of the community, rather than act to its detriment. 

Since the previous nightclubs had their licenses revoked, life here has been much safer & 
more pleasant. For the health, peace, and sanity of myself and my neighbours, please 
reject this license application! 

Sincerely,  
 



Party 8

31th March 2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I am writing to you to make representation to refuse a new licence being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) as the 
surrounding area is heavily residential (including the building opposite where I reside 
‘John Penry House’ is an over 55’s single occupancy residential property). 

My representation is based on three of licencing objectives under the 2003 Licensing 
Act: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder

 Prevention of public nuisance

 Public safety

I am a local resident and have lived in Howson Court for 4 years and have been 
plagued by the disturbances caused by late night venues at the same address and 
you will see this is not venue specific as late-night venues at these addresses have 
been causing havoc in our neighbourhood for the last 12 years which you can see in 
the supporting PDF’s in my email, it simply does not mean anything for the name to 
change the same problems persist.   

All these disturbances cause serious distress to myself and to my neighbours and we 
feel repeatedly ignored when the council persists in granting new licences at the same 
venue. 

Since the venues at these premises have been closes due to lockdown which is now 
over a year there have been no instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the 
street and all the other anti-social behaviour that the late-night venues at these 
addresses attract and this is how we want things to be when we all return to normality. 

I have attached photos from over the last few years from these venues and the same 
thing is going to happen again which I am sure other residents were saying 5 years 
and 10 years ago when these venues were previously changing hands when they 
were overruled and then we had the same problems all over again and enough is 
enough now. 

A quick google search on the venue ran by the same company in Duke St Hill and a 
review of comments from patrons around lack of enforcement of COVID rules, violence 



and other anti-social behaviour just re-enforces why a late-night licence should not be 
granted. 

In closing please allow us to continue to have a happy and healthy community by 
rejecting this new licence. 

Your Sincerely, 
[Same name given as party 4]
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Party 9

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 4:29 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Representation To Refuse A New Licence to Victory Sports Bar, 516 First 
Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I am writing to you to make representation to refuse a new licence being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320). 

My representation is based on three of licencing objectives under the 2003 Licensing 
Act: 

· Prevention of crime and disorder
· Prevention of public nuisance
· Public safety

I am a local resident and have witnessed numerous incidents at the proposed site 
including instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the street and all the other 
anti-social behaviour that the late-night venues at these addresses attract. Things 
have been a lot better since the licence of the current venue has been revoked and so 
hope this licence is refused. 

Your Sincerely, 

Address 

Date: 31st March 2021 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk


Party 10 

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 4:57 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: 874320 

Dear Licensing Team Southwark, 

I would like to lodge an objection to the proposed Victory Sports Bar at 516 Old Kent 
Road. I have two young children and live in the flats opposite the club. This area is 
residential and populated by many young families. To have a club open until 3am Sunday 
to Wednesday and 5am Thursday to Saturday would be completely inappropriate. There 
is an open outdoor space outside the club and next to the 24 hr McDonalds where 
customers to the Sports Bar are likely to congregate at closing time causing significant 
disruption to local residents. When the venue was open in its previous form there were 
frequent disturbances, large crowds of intoxicated people congregating opposite and 
immediately outside our flats and the area was frequently littered with alcohol bottles and 
cans and drug debris after a club night. It is natural to assume that the same will happen 
and I would very much like to avoid this.  

Kind regards, 

31.03.21 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk


Party 11 

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 9:49 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Objection: 874320 – Victory Sports Bar 

 , 

Hello, 

My name is:    

My Address is: 

My email is:

I am writing to raise objection to the following license number: 874320 – Victory Sports 
Bar 

I am objecting due to: 

1. Prevention of Public Nuisance – the opening hours extend to between 3.00am and
5.30am on various early mornings through the week, and the building is located
directly opposite this residence,

2. Public Safety – the plans seem to imply that access will be gained via the Old Kent
Road forecourt and directly onto a Red Route.

3. Prevention of Crime & Disorder – issues potentially include cars stopping directly
on the Old Kent Road, litter being left outside and (in some instances) on Howson
Court, and loud noise outside the front of the club.

Also, the measures suggested within this application appear to be generic. As with 
previous similar applications, they fail to address location-specific issues that effect this 
residence. 

Regards, 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:rosswtaylor@hotmail.co.uk


Party 12

31 March 2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I am writing to you to make representation to refuse a new license being granted to 
Victory Sports Bar at 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (License Number: 874320); as the 
surrounding area is heavily residential. 

My representation is based on three of licencing objectives under the 2003 Licensing 
Act: 

 Prevention of crime and disorder

 Prevention of public nuisance

 Public safety

I am a local resident and have lived at the above address (on the XXX floor; facing the 
main road); since October 2016; and over the past five years, I have had many 
disturbed Friday and Saturday nights caused by late night venues at the same address 
and you will see this is not the venue specific for as late night venues a these address 
having causing havoc in our neighbourhood for a few years. 
Some of the disturbances include:  

 Gatherings of people right outside of our property, taking drugs ; drinking
alcohol; and inhaling gas canisters in the street and using the property as
rubbish bins.

 Deafening music from their vehicles as clubbers have before and after parties.

 Vomiting & urinating on the street and outside of our property.

 Smashed bottles on the ground by the clubbers.

 Allowing BBQ’s outside the premises

 Traffic jam causes by vehicles stopping by for the BBQ’s.

 Fighting /shouting & screaming.

All these disturbances cause serious distress to myself and my neighbours and we 
really feel repeatedly ignored when council persists in granting new licenses at the 
same venue.  



Since the venues at these premises closed due to lock-down which is now over a year, 
there have been no instances of violence, drug taking, urinating in the street and all 
the other anti-social behaviour that late-night venues at these addresses attract and 
this is how we want things to be when we all return to normality.  

A quick google search on the venue ran by the same company in Duke St Hill and a 
review of comments from patrons around lack of enforcement of Covid rules, violence 
and other anti-social behaviour just re-enforces why a late night licence should not be 
grated.  

I am very much hoping that in the spirit of community and safety of the residents; you 
will reject this new license request and will allow our community to live in a much safer 
and healthier environment. 

Yours Sincerely  



Party 13

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 8:34 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk>; Kalu, Richard 
<Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk>; Regen, Licensing 
<Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk>; graham.s.white@met.police.uk; Livingstone, 
Richard <Richard.Livingstone@southwark.gov.uk>; Akoto, Evelyn 
<Evelyn.Akoto@southwark.gov.uk>; Situ, Michael <Michael.Situ@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Representation To Refuse A New Licence to Victory Sports Bar, 516 First 
Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) 

Dear Southwark Council and Licensing Team 

I would be very grateful if you could register my opposition to the application of Victory 
Sports Bar, 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) 

The history of venues at this location has plagued this residential community for many 
years. Many of us have lived in fear of our safety because of the violence and drug abuse 
it attracts to the area. Many of my neighbours have young children they worry for. 

Southwark councillors and the committee supported our position in May 2020, when they 
finally revoked the licence of K-Che (the latest in a long string of badly managed venues 
at this location).  

Our objections to a licensed venue returning to this location is not just about the history 
of violence and drug abuse. We are talking here about a residential area, with children, 
elderly and vulnerable residents living directly opposite the proposed venue for this 
establishment. 

One of the residential homes I am referring to is John Penry House - operated by 
Southwark Council for elderly residents. How can it be permissible for a venue to operate 
late into the night directly opposite a old folks home? The history of this location shows 
its unacceptable, and we should actually learn from this. 

If a licence is granted, I worry about how long it will be before the next serious episode of 
violence occurs. It could be even worse next time; where would we be left then?  

We as residents are relying on you to protect us from the irresponsible and dangerous 
management of premises in our residential community.  The vulnerable and elderly 
residents at John Penry House also deserve to be protected from the threat of crime and 
violence around their homes.   

We have worked really hard to improve the local area and are looking forward to a bright 
future for Southwark. We need our Council to stand up for us. 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:graham.s.white@met.police.uk
mailto:Richard.Livingstone@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Evelyn.Akoto@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Michael.Situ@southwark.gov.uk


I appreciate any support you can provide. 

With thanks, 



Party 14

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 8:23 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: License Objection 

Dear Licensing Team, 

I would like to raise an objection to the licensing of the Victory Sports Bar. 
Licence number: 874320  

This objection is on the grounds of prevention of crime and disorder, prevention of public 
nuisance, and public safety. 

The club has previously been the source of several incidents of violence and anti-social 
behaviour requiring police intervention. In addition, their events cause lots of litter and 
drunken behaviour, and noise late at night disturbing residents in our block. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Kind regards, 

    

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk


Party 15

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Cc: Kalu, Richard <Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk>; Regen, Licensing 
<Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk>; Graham.S.White@met.police.uk; Livingstone, 
Richard <Richard.Livingstone@southwark.gov.uk>; Akoto, Evelyn 
<Evelyn.Akoto@southwark.gov.uk>; Situ, Michael <Michael.Situ@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Opposing - Victory Sports Bar - 516 First Floor, Old Kent Road (licence 
number 874320) 

To whom it may concern:  

I hope you are all well at Southwark Council. 

I am writing to you today to oppose the current licensing application of Victory Sports Bar 
at 516 (First Floor) Old Kent Road - licence number 874320. 

Venues at this premises have for many years been a painful and recurrent issue 
for residents living in the close vicinity. Forcing us to witness drug abuse, antisocial 
behaviour and violence on our literal doorsteps.  

Not only do many young children live in my block of flats (Howson Court), but next door, 
John Penry House is home to many elderly and vulnerable residents. Nobody should not 
be made to feel unsafe in their own home. 

Southwark councillors supported our opposition to this venue in May last year, by 
revoking the licence of K-Che, following a long-running series of disturbing violent events. 
In one, the police themselves were even attacked, by a mob of lawless patrons. 

If a licence is granted, it is only a question of time before the next series of violence 
occurs. Safety of residents really must be the premier priority for the council, it's 
paramount. 

Please protect our community from the recurrent irresponsible and dangerous 
management of these premises. 

Thank you for your time. 

King regards,

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Graham.S.White@met.police.uk
mailto:Richard.Livingstone@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Evelyn.Akoto@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Michael.Situ@southwark.gov.uk


Party 16

From:    
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2021 6:38 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk>; Kalu, Richard 
<Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk>; Regen, Licensing 
<Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Cc: Graham.S.White@met.police.uk;   Livingstone, Richard 
<Richard.Livingstone@southwark.gov.uk>; Akoto, Evelyn 
<Evelyn.Akoto@southwark.gov.uk>; Situ, Michael <Michael.Situ@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Representation To Refuse A New Licence to Victory Sports Bar, 516 First 
Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) 

Dear Madams, Sirs, Colleagues 

Please see attached my representation, appealing for a refusal of the granting of a licence 
for Victory Sports Bar 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320). 

Given the history of the violence, crime and antisocial behaviour at clubs and bars at this 
venue (stretching back many years) - local residents are very concerned about this the 
prospect of it commencing again. We have fought hard to start making these streets 
safer again and reducing noise pollution and it has taken us two or three years to 
achieve it following our successful campaign to have the licence removed of the previous 
management at 516 Old Kent Road. We are now asking you to protect local residents 
and patrons again. 

Attached is: 
1: My formal letter of representation. 
2: A photo evidence pack to go with this representation. 
3: A statutory nuisance letter that was issued by Southwark Council. 
4: A Public Reports pack for a Licencing Sub Committee in 2009 discussing the extension 
of licences at this location. 
5: Extraction of the representations made by local residents from the 2009 hearing. 

As before, my offer still stands - I would be pleased to show local Councillors our local 
area and meet with them to explain the problems we have been having. This case attracts 
a lot of media attention because of the violence the premises has historically attracted - 
we have a diverse group of residents, many of which are hoping to have their voices 
heard. 

I'd be very grateful if there would be time in any hearing for representation for local 
residents to be provided. 

With best wishes, 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Graham.S.White@met.police.uk
mailto:Richard.Livingstone@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Evelyn.Akoto@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Michael.Situ@southwark.gov.uk


 
 

 31st March 

2021 

Licensing (‘licensing@southwark.gov.uk') 
Health & Safety 
3rd Floor 160 Tooley Street 
SE1 2QH 

Dear Madam / Sir 

I am writing to make representation to refuse a licence being granted to Victory Sports Bar 
516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320). 

As you will be aware, local residents in this area have been engaged in a 3-4 year campaign 
to make the streets in the Old Kent Road safer, and protected from the inappropriate 
granting of licences to venues in residential areas such as ours.  

We recently had success, and worked with the Metropolitan Police to have the licence of 
the previous management of the First Floor 516 Old Kent Road removed (K Che Night Club). 
There were two reasons why this licence was revoked. 1: The management were seen to be 
in breach of the licence on multiple counts. 2: The venue’s existence ran contrary to the 
aims of Southwark Council’s own licencing aims of: prevention of crime and disorder; 
prevention of public nuisance; and public safety.  

We object to application (licence number 874320) - on the grounds that: 

- The application for this licence is in a residential area. There are schools nearby; a
Southwark Council run elderly residents' home directly opposite; and multiple
homes and estates.

- Clubs and bars at this location continuously attract noise, disruption, drug abuse,
vomiting, anti-social behaviour, illegally parked cars in the streets and pavements. All
of this takes place in the residential area where this nightclub is situation.

- The hours being requested as part of this licence are unacceptable for a residential
area. When previous bars and clubs operated, local residents complained of noise
issues and children being awoken in the night before school. There should be no
businesses operating late into the night as suggested in this licence. Previous
businesses on this site have shown the problem of that. Patrons leave the bar at
0400 in the morning en masse and cause huge disruption and wake everyone the
elderly residents and us in the apartments directly opposite the venue.

- Loud and heavy bass from the music is a certainty throughout the nights that clubs at
this venue operate. I have personally had to resort to having white noise playing



through speakers to drown out the sound the club produces. I know myself and local 
residents have missed out on many nights of sleep because of this. Residents 
struggle to keep windows open because of the noise - in the summer, this is 
particularly difficult. 

o Many local residents with small children are affected by this and have 
complained that their kids lose sleep. 

 
- I have often woken in the night to fights breaking out, Police being called, shouting 

on the streets. When the clubs at the venue finish for the night, their ability to 
disperse crowds is severely limited; and will often continue to drunkenly stay in the 
area, sometimes until 0600am. Occasionally I have gotten up for work and patrons 
are still sitting around outside drinking. 

 
- On the nights that we know clubs at this venue will be operating, for local residents 

it certainly has a feeling of needing to ‘lock down in our houses’. Often, residents 
rush home to ensure we do not run into patrons walking past our house to go into 
the Club. 

 
- This is made worse by the fact that Marlborough Grove is the location of John Penry 

House, a residential home for older and vulnerable people. Some of the younger 
local residents (myself included) are genuinely anxious about the experiences that 
those in the residential home must be going through. 

 
- The Metropolitan Police have been clear that venues at this location are 

inappropriate as it is a residential area. And this is worsened by the fact that 
patrons have been violent and disorderly. Despite warnings about the risk of 
violence, Southwark Counsellors permitted previous venues to operate, enabling 
future instances of violence and crime to take place. How many more incidents need 
to occur at this spot, and how many more elderly residents need to have their lives 
disrupted before Counsellors prevent this once and for all? 

 
- When the next violent attack takes place (there has been plenty enough already), 

people will ask questions as to why it was permitted that why a location with such a 
such a terrible track record for holding club and bar venues was permitted to 
continue operating again. History will judge us for it. 

o Since December 2018 twelve crime reports of violent incidents had occurred 
associated with the premises including:  four for grievous bodily harm, four 
for actual bodily harm, one assault on Police, one common assault, one 
robbery and a crime related incident for a fight inside the premises. 

o Why should this be permitted to continue? 
 

- There is a genuine long-held history of complaints being raised. If you refer to (page 
35 to 38) of the Licencing Sub-Committee November 25 2009 pack – you will see that 
11 years ago, local residents were raising the same concerns over the management 
of venues at this location. Residents raised how the club encouraged people to park 
illegally, and that fighting and violence and drunkenness were rife in the area, 
putting residents of John Penry House under distress. It mentioned the heavy bass 



and the antisocial behaviour–all the way back in 2009. Despite this, Southwark 
Council somehow approved an extension of the licence that day. The businesses 
located there have changed hands since then, but the clientele and experience of 
local residents has not. Southwark Council has a history of not protecting the 
neighbourhood here. 

We are a proud community of Londoners in this part of Southwark. We have taken pride 
over previous years in the changes that we are seeing. Streets are getting safer, children are 
able to journey to the nearby schools more confidently, and people are gradually opting to 
move to the area because of the reputation it has gotten as being a good place to live. We 
are starting to see the benefit of the investment that the area is getting. Many of us 
residents are engaged with local Councillors to support them in the work they are doing. We 
are proud of Southwark, and want to see it flourish. 

Local residents and Counsellors have worked hard to prepare this neighbourhood for the 
bright future we all want for it. Please do not allow violence and disruption back on our 
streets again. 

Sincerely, 



Licensing Sub-Committee 

November 25 2009 
10.00 am 

Town Hall, Peckham Road, London SE5 8UB 

Membership Reserves 

Councillor David Hubber 
Councillor Eliza Mann 
Councillor Wilma Nelson 

 Councillor Abdul Mohamed 

INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 

Access to information 

You have the right to request to inspect copies of minutes and reports on this agenda as well as 
the background documents used in the preparation of these reports. 

Babysitting/Carers allowances 

If you are a resident of the borough and have paid someone to look after your children, an elderly 
dependant or a dependant with disabilities so that you could attend this meeting, you may claim an 
allowance from the council.  Please collect a claim form at the meeting. 

Access 

The council is committed to making its meetings accessible.  Further details on building access, 
translation, provision of signers etc for this meeting are on the council’s web site: 
www.southwark.gov.uk or please contact the person below. 

Contact 
Sean Usher on 020 7525 7222  or email:  sean.usher@southwark.gov.uk 

Members of the committee are summoned to attend this meeting 
Annie Shepperd 
Chief Executive 
Date: November 17 2009 

Open Agenda



Licensing Sub-Committee 
November 25 2009 

10.00 am 
Town Hall, Peckham Road, London SE5 8UB 

Order of Business 

Item No. Title Page No. 

PART A - OPEN BUSINESS 

1. APOLOGIES

To receive any apologies for absence.

2. CONFIRMATION OF VOTING MEMBERS

A representative of each political group will confirm the voting members of
the committee.

3. NOTIFICATION OF ANY ITEMS OF BUSINESS WHICH THE CHAIR
DEEMS URGENT

In special circumstances, an item of business may be added to an agenda
within five clear days of the meeting.

4. DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS AND DISPENSATIONS

Members to declare any personal interests and dispensation in respect of
any item of business to be considered at this meeting.

5. LICENSING ACT 2003 -  CLUB TRAFFIK,  (GROUND FLOOR),  512-516
OLD KENT ROAD,    LONDON SE1 5BA

1 - 40 

6. LICENSING ACT 2003 - SIERRA SPOT - ARNSIDE  STREET, LONDON
SE17 2AP

41 - 88 

ANY OTHER OPEN BUSINESS AS NOTIFIED AT THE START OF THE
MEETING AND ACCEPTED BY THE CHAIR AS URGENT.

PART B - CLOSED BUSINESS

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC



Item No. Title Page No. 

The following motion should be moved, seconded and approved if the 
sub-committee wishes to exclude the press and public to deal with reports 
revealing exempt information: 

“That the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items 
of business on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of 
exempt information as defined in paragraphs 1-7, Access to 
Information Procedure rules of the Constitution.” 

ANY OTHER CLOSED BUSINESS AS NOTIFIED AT THE START OF 
THE MEETING AND ACCEPTED BY THE CHAIR AS URGENT. 

Date:  November 17 2009 
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Item 
No. 
5 

Classification: 
Open 

Date: 
November 25 
2009 

MEETING NAME 
Licensing Sub-Committee 

Report title: LICENSING ACT 2003 –  CLUB TRAFFIK,  (GROUND 
FLOOR),  512-516 OLD KENT ROAD,    LONDON SE1 5BA  

Ward(s) or groups affected: Premises are within: EAST WALWORTH 

From: Strategic Director of Environment & Housing 

RECOMMENDATION 

1. That the Licensing Sub-Committee considers an application made by Mega Music
Entertainment Ltd to vary a Premises Licence granted under the Licensing Act 2003 in
respect of the premises known as: Club Traffik,  (Ground Floor) 512 – 516 Old Kent Road,
SE1 5BA.

2. Notes:

a) The application seeks to vary existing licensable activities held under current 
legislation in respect of the premises known as: Club Traffik   under Section 34 of the 
Licensing Act 2003. Existing permitted licensable activities are not the subject of 
representations and are not under consideration at this meeting. The variation 
application is subject to representations from  interested parties    and is therefore 
referred to the Sub-Committee for determination; 

b) Paragraphs 12 to 16 of this report provide a summary of the application under 
consideration by the Sub-Committee (A copy of the full application is provided as 
Appendix a). 

c) Paragraphs 18 & 19 of this report deals with the representations and comments 
received to the application. (copies of relevant representations and conciliations are 
attached as Appendices c & d ). 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Licensing Act 2003 

3. The Licensing Act 2003 received Royal Assent on 10 July 2003. The Act provides a new
licensing regime for:

a) The sale of and supply of alcohol 
b) The provision of regulated entertainment 
c) The provision of late night refreshment 

4. Within Southwark, this Council wholly administers the licensing responsibility. 

5. The Act requires the licensing authority to carry out its functions under the
Act with a view to promoting the four stated licensing objectives. These are

a) The prevention of crime and disorder; 
b) The promotion of public safety 
c) The prevention of nuisance; and 
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d) The protection of children from harm. 

6. In carrying out its licensing functions, a licensing authority must also have regard to

a. The Act itself;
b. The Guidance to the act issued under Section 182 of the Act;
c. Secondary regulations issued under the Act;
d. The Licensing Authority’s own Statement of Licensing Policy
e. The application, including the operating schedule submitted as part of the application
f. Relevant representations

7. The Act established a transitional period between 7 February 2005 and 6 August 2005
under which holders of existing Justices Licences, Public Entertainment Licences and
Night café Licences were able to apply to the local licensing authority for “grandfather
rights” conversion of those existing licences into the relevant licences under the new
system. Licences that were so converted were converted on existing terms, conditions
and restrictions. The 6 August date having now passed operators are still able to apply
to secure the new licences before the date upon which the new licensing regime comes
into being – 24 November 2005 – but must now apply for new licences.

8. The applications process involves the provision of all relevant information required under
the Act to the licensing authority with copies provided by the applicant to the relevant
responsible bodies under the Act. The application must also be advertised at the
premises and in the local press. The responsible authorities and other interested parties
within the local community may make representations on any part of the application
where relevant to the four licensing objectives.

9. Although applications submitted after 6 August 2005 no longer carry “grandfather” 
conversion rights, licensing authorities are directed that applicants do have an “added 
protection” under the law. Where an applicant seeks a Premises Licence intended to 
cover the retail sale of alcohol and that premises operation is currently covered by a 
Justices Licence, the licensing authority concerned cannot apply conditions restricting 
the hours at which alcohol is sold at present unless there has been a material change in 
the circumstances since the Justices Licence was granted, or the Police have made 
representations in connection with the prevention of crime. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION 

The current Premises Licence 

10. The current licence in respect of the premises known as Club Traffik,   Grd Flr, 512 –
516 Old Kent Road,  LONDON SE1 5BA  was granted to the applicant on 10 November
2009.   It allows the following licensable activities.

• Films;   live music; recorded music; performance of dance; facilities for making
music

Mon & Tues from 09.00- 22.30; Wed, Thurs & Sun 09.00-04.00; Fri & Sat from          09.00
– 06.00

• Late night refreshments:

Wed, Thurs & Sun; from  23.00-04.00; Fri & Sat from   23.00 – 05.00

• Sale and Supply of alcohol on and off the premises:
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Mon & Tues from 10.00- 23.00; Wed & Thurs & Sun 10.00-03.00; Fri & Sat from 
10.00 – 04.00; Sun;  from 10.00- 02.00 

• Operating hours of premises;

Mon & Tues from 09.00- 23.30; Wed, Thurs  & Sun from 09.00 – 04.30; Fri & Sat    from
09.00 – 06.30

11. A copy of the existing Premises Licence is attached as appendix b.

The variation application 

12. On 19 August 2009,  Mega Music Entertainment Ltd  applied to this Council to vary the
Premises Licence issued in respect of the premises known as Club Traffik (grd flr), 512 -
516 Old Kent Road, LONDON SE1 5BA   under section 34 of the Licensing Act 2003.

Details of the variation application 

13. The variation application is  summarized as follows:

• To extend the permitted hour for the sale and supply of alcohol as follows;

On Thursday until 04.00
On Friday & Saturday until 05.00
Sunday until 04.00

• Bank Holiday Sunday

To extend the terminal hours for the sale of alcohol on each bank holiday Sunday till 06.00

• Terminal hours on Bank holiday Sunday

To extend the operating terminal hours of the premises on each bank holiday
Sunday till 06.30.

A copy of the application to variation application is attached to the report as Appendix a. 

Amendment to application 

14. The applicant has requested to amend the application to omit offsales for alcohol as 
they do not intend to sell alcohol for consumption off the premises. 

15. The variation application form provides the applicant’s operating schedule. Parts M and
O set out the proposed operating hours in full.

16. Part P of the variation application provides any additional steps that might be proposed
by the applicant to promote the four licensing objectives as set out in the Licensing Act
2003. In the event that the Sub-Committee should approve the application any
proposals stated here must become licence conditions.

Designated Premises Supervisor 

17. The designated premises supervisor under the existing Premises Licence is Daniel
George McCaughan,  he holds a Personal Licence issued by Southwark Council.
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Application for Minor Variation 
 

18. On 21 October 2009 a Minor variation application was made to submit plans to reflect 
changes made on the ground floor of the premises and to reduce the extent of the 
premises licence which related to both first floor and ground floor to reflect  the ground 
floor only.  This application was unopposed and therefore a new premises licence for the 
ground floor only was granted on 10 November 2009. 

 
Representations From Interested Parties 
 

19. There  are representations lodged by 28  local residents. The representations are  
primarily concerned with the prevention of crime and disorder,  public and noise 
nuisance.   All residents  have signed copies of the same letter and as such only one  
copy  of the representation is attached as Appendix c. Note - Original representations 
(on file)  and copies for distribution will be available at the hearing. 

 
Representations From Responsible Authorities 
 

20. There is one  representation from the Environmental Protection Team. The 
representation was withdrawn after issues raised were dealt with by the minor variation 
application(see para 17).  A copy of the memo withdrawing the representation is  
attached to the report as  appendix d. 

 
Conciliation 

 
21. Conciliation was offered as part of the application process, but there was not enough 

support for it.  As such the application is being submitted for determination by the 
Licensing Sub-Committee. 

 
The Local Vicinity  

 
22. A map of the local vicinity is attached.  The operating terminal hours of the following 

premises licensed for regulated entertainment and late night refreshment are shown on 
the map: 

 
• Love Lounge, First Floor, 512-516 Old Kent Road, SE1  (Mon & Tues until 02.00, 

Wed & Thurs until 04.00, Fri until 06.00 and Sat until 10.00; Sun until 04.00) 
• Macdonalds Restaurant, 518 Old Kent Road, SE1(Mon – Sun – until 05.00) 

 
  
Additional information relating to past operation of the premises 
 

23. The ground floor of premises then known as the Scene Bar and later as Xeus Night Club 
had in the past held an entertainment licence for the provision of music and dance under 
the previous legislation and previous managements. 

 
24. In August 2005 an application was made to convert the existing licence (grd flr) with all 

its conditions  into the current licensing regime and the application was granted as such.     
 

25. On 26 March 2007 a new application was made by the current owner (Mega Music 
Entertainment Ltd)  to make provision for both the ground and first floor premises to be 
used for licensable activities and also to extend the operating hours. A representation 
was made by the Metropolitan Police, and this was resolved by agreement by both the 
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applicant and the Police to place conditions on the licence.  The licence was granted on 
18 May 2007. 

 
26. On 14 July 2008 a new  application was made  to separate  the first floor premises 

(Love Lounge)  from the ground floor  with its own conditions and extended operating 
hours.  This application was to be determined whilst the licence granted on 18 May 2007 
was still in operation and as such the licence was not surrendered.  

 
27. Representations were received from the Police, Environmental Protection Team and the 

London Fire Brigade.  These representations were withdrawn after re submission of new 
plans and agreements made on all sides placing conditions  on the licence.  The 
Licence was on 28 granted November 2008. 

 
28. Also on 14 July 2008 a separate application was made for the ground floor premises 

then known as  (Vogue Nite Club).   This application was also to be determined whilst 
the licence granted on 18 May 2007 was still in operation and as such the licence was 
not surrendered. 

 
29. Representations were received from the Police, Environmental Protection Team and the 

London Fire Brigade.  However during visit to the premises it was observed that the 
layout of the premises had changed significantly in regards to the plans provided at the 
time of application. Request was made for new plans to be submitted  for the application 
to progress,  however as the plans were not submitted the application was eventually 
rejected.    

 
30. On 21 October 2009 a Minor variation application was made to submit plans to reflect 

changes made on the ground floor of the premises and to reduce the extent of the 
premises licence to reflect   the ground floor only this application was granted on 10 
November 2009.  

 
 
Southwark Council Statement of Licensing Policy 

 
31. Council Assembly approved the Southwark Statement of Licensing Policy on 2 April 

2008. Sections of the Statement that are considered to be of particular relevance to this 
application are 

 
a. Section 3 which sets out the purpose and scope of the policy and reinforces the four 

licensing objectives  
 
b. Section 5 which sets out the Council’s approach with regard to the imposition of 

conditions including mandatory conditions to be attached to the licence 
 

c. Section 6 details other relevant Council and Government policies, strategies, 
responsibilities and guidance, including the relevant Articles under the Human Rights 
Act 1998 

 
d. Section 7 provides general guidance on dealing with crime and disorder and deals 

with licensing hours 
 

e. Section 8 provides general guidance on ensuring public safety including safe 
capacities 

 
f. Section 9 provides general guidance on the prevention of nuisance 
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g. Section 10 provides general guidance on the protection of children from harm. 
 

32. The purpose of Southwark’s Statement of Licensing Policy is to make clear to applicants 
what considerations will be taken into account when determining applications and 
should act as a guide to the Sub-Committee when considering the applications. 
However, the Sub-Committee must always consider each application on its own merits 
and allow exceptions to the normal policy where these are justified by the circumstances 
of the application. 

 
RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 

33. A fee of £190.00 has been paid by the applicant in respect of this application being the 
statutory fee payable for a premises within non-domestic rateable value Band B. 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

 
34. Consultation has been carried out on this application in accordance with the provisions 

of the Licensing Act 2003. A public notice was placed in a local news and a similar 
notice exhibited outside of the premises.  

 
Community Impact Statement 
 

35. Each application is required by law to be considered upon its own individual merits with 
all relevant matters taken into account. 

 
STRATEGIC DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITIES, LAW & GOVERNANCE  
 

36. The Sub-Committee is asked to determine the application for a variation of a converted 
premises licence.   The converted licence was itself granted automatically under the new 
Licensing Act 2003, without need for a hearing, as no relevant objections were received 
from the Police, on crime and disorder grounds, to the conversion.   

 
37. It is important to distinguish the application for variation of a converted licence under the 

Licensing Act 2003 from the type of applications previously heard by the Sub-
Committee, where a licence was renewed or an applicant sought to vary.  The principles 
that apply are significantly different in many respects (although the requirement to give 
all parties a fair, unbiased hearing remains).    

 
38. The Sub-Committee can only consider matters within the application that have been 

raised through representations from interested parties and responsible authorities. 
Interested Parties must live in the vicinity of the premises. This will be decided on a 
case-by-case basis. 

 
39. Under the Human Rights Act 1998, the Sub-Committee needs to consider the balance 

between the rights of the applicant and those making representations to the application 
when making their decision. The Sub-Committee has a duty under Section 17 Crime 
and Disorder Act 1998 when making its decision to do all it can to prevent and crime and 
disorder in the Borough. 

 
40. Interested Parties, Responsible Authorities and the applicant have the right to appeal 

the decision of the Sub-Committee to the Magistrates’ Court within a period of 21 days 
beginning with day on which the applicant was notified by the licensing authority of the 
decision to be appealed against. 

 
41. The principles that Sub-Committee members must apply are set out below. 
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Principles for making the determination 
 

42. Section 35 of the Licensing Act 2003 sets out the licensing authority’s powers and duties 
in considering the determination of an application for variation.  

 
43. The general principle is that applications for variation must be granted unless relevant 

representations are received.  This is subject to the proviso that the applicant has 
complied with regulations in advertising and submitting the application.      

 
44. Relevant representations are those which  

 
• Are about the likely effect of the granting of the application on the promotion of the licensing 

objectives 
• Are made by an interested party or responsible authority 
• Have not been withdrawn (in this case, the initial objections from the Fire Service have 

been withdrawn). 
• Are not, in the opinion of the relevant licensing authority, frivolous or vexatious. 

 
45. If relevant representations are received then the Sub-Committee must have  
regard to them, in determining whether it is necessary for the promotion of the 
licensing objectives to  

 
• Add to, omit, and/or alter the conditions of the licence or,  
• Reject the whole or part of the application for variation 

 
Conditions 
 

46. The Sub-Committee’s discretion is thus limited.  It can only modify the  
conditions put forward by the applicant, or refuse the variation, if it is necessary to do 
so.  Conditions must be necessary and proportionate for the promotion of one of the 
four licensing objectives, and not for any other reason.  Conditions must also be within 
the control of the licensee, and should be worded in a way which is clear, certain, 
consistent and enforceable.   

 
47. The four licensing objectives are  

 
a. The prevention of crime and disorder; 
b. Public safety; 
c. The prevention of nuisance; and 
d. The protection of children from harm. 

 
48. Members should note that each objective is of equal importance.  There are no 

other licensing objectives, and the four objectives are paramount considerations at 
all times.   

 
49. Conditions will not be necessary if they duplicate a statutory position.  Conditions 

relating to night café and take away aspect of the license must relate to the night 
time operation of the premises and must not be used to impose conditions which 
could not be imposed on day time operators.   

 
50. The Licensing Act requires mandatory conditions in respect of supply of alcohol, 

the exhibition of films and in respect of door supervisors. 
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51. Members are also referred to the DCMS guidance on conditions, specifically 
section 7, and Annexes D, E, F and G.  

 
Reasons 
 

52. If the Sub-Committee determines that it is necessary to modify the conditions, or to 
refuse the application for variation, it must give reasons for its decision.  

 
Hearing Procedures 

 
53. Subject to the Licensing Hearing regulations, the Licensing Committee may 

determine its own procedures. Key elements of the regulations are that 
 

• The hearing shall take the form of a discussion led by the authority.  Cross 
examination shall not be permitted unless the authority considered that it is required for 
it to consider the representations  

• Members of the authority are free to ask any question of any party or other person 
appearing at the hearing 

• The committee must allow the parties an equal maximum period of time in which to 
exercise their rights to  

o Address the authority 
o If given permission by the committee, question any other party. 
o In response to a point which the authority has given notice it will require 

clarification, give further information in support of their application. 
• The committee shall disregard any information given by a party which is not relevant  

o to the particular application before the committee, and  
o the licensing objectives. 

• The hearing shall be in public, although the committee may exclude the public from all 
or part of a hearing where it considers that the public interest in doing so outweighs the 
public interest in the hearing, or that part of the hearing, taking place in private. 

• In considering any representations or notice made by a party the authority may take 
into account documentary or other information produced by a party in support of their 
application, representations or notice (as applicable) either before the hearing or, with 
the consent of all the other parties, at the hearing.  

 
54. As this matter relates to the determination of an application to vary under section 34 of 

the Licensing Act 2003, regulation 26(1)(a) requires the Sub-Committee to make its 
determination at the conclusion of the hearing. 

   
Council’s multiple roles and the role of the Licensing Sub-Committee 

 
55. Sub-Committee members will note that, in relation to this application, the Council 

has multiple roles.  Council officers from various departments have been asked to 
consider the application from the perspective of the Council as authority 
responsible respectively for environmental health, trading standards, health and 
safety and as the planning authority.    

56. Members should note that the Licensing Sub-Committee is meeting on this 
occasion solely to perform the role of licensing authority.  The Sub-Committee sits 
in quasi-judicial capacity, and must act impartially.  It must offer a fair and unbiased 
hearing of the application.   In this case, Members should disregard the Council’s 
broader policy objectives and role as statutory authority in other contexts.  
Members must direct themselves to making a determination solely based upon the 
Licensing Law, Guidance and the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy. 
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57. As a quasi-judicial body the Licensing Sub-Committee is required to consider the 
application on its merits.  The Sub-Committee must take into account only relevant 
factors, and ignore irrelevant factors.  The decision must be based on evidence, 
that is to say material, which tends logically to show the existence or non-existence 
of relevant facts, or the likelihood or unlikelihood of the occurrence of some future 
event, the occurrence of which would be relevant.  The Licensing Sub-Committee 
must give fair consideration to the contentions of all persons entitled to make 
representations to them. 

 
58. The Licensing Sub-Committee is entitled to consider events outside of the 

premises if they are relevant, i.e. are properly attributable to the premises being 
open.  The proprietors do not have to be personally responsible for the incidents 
for the same to be relevant.  However, if such events are not properly attributable 
to the premises being open, then the evidence is not relevant and should be 
excluded.   Guidance is that the licensing authority will primarily focus on the direct 
impact of the activities taking place at the licensed premises on members of the 
public, living, working or engaged in normal activity in the area concerned. 

 
59. Members will be aware of the Council’s Code of Conduct that requires them to 

declare personal and prejudicial interests.  The Code applies to Members when 
considering licensing applications.  In addition, as a quasi-judicial body, Members 
are required to avoid both actual bias, and the appearance of bias.   

 
Guidance 

 
60. Members are required to have regard to the DCMS Guidance in carrying out the 

functions of licensing authority.  However, guidance does not cover every possible 
situation, so long as the guidance has been properly and carefully understood, 
members may depart from it if they have reason to do so.  Full reasons must be 
given if this is the case.   

9
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Background Papers Held At Contact 
Licensing Act 2003 
DCMS Guidance 
Secondary Regulations 
Statement of Licensing Policy 
Various papers from the  
premises file. 

The Chaplin Centre, 
Thurlow Street,  
SE17 2DG 

Mrs Kirty Read at the Chaplin Centre 
Telephone 0207 525 5748 

APPENDICES 

No. Title 
Appendix a Copy of the application 
Appendix b Copy of the existing premises 
Appendix c Copies of the representation from interested parties 
Appendix d Copy of the response from Responsible authorities 
Appendix e  Copy of the local area map 

AUDIT TRAIL 

Lead Officer Gill Davies, Strategic Director of Environment & Housing 
Report Author Dorcas Mills,  Principal Licensing Officer 
Version Final 
Dated 17 November 2009 
Key Decision? No 
CONSULTATION WITH OTHER OFFICERS / DIRECTORATES / EXECUTIVE MEMBER 
Officer Title Comments Sought Comments included 
Strategic Director for Communites, Law & 
Governance 

Yes Yes 

Finance Director No No 
Executive Member No No 
Date final report sent to Constitutional/Community Council/Scrutiny 
Team 

November 17 2009 
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This is a transcript of the same Email sent by 28 Local residents 
-see list attached.

To: Southwark Council licensing service,C/O Southwark Environmental health 
and Trading standards, The Chaplin Centre, Thurlow Street, SE17 2DG. 

please find attached a copy of my objection sent on my behalf 

I am writing to object to  a premises variation to license 830446, Xeus 
Nightclub, 512-516 ground floor Old Kent Road SE1 5BA applicant 
Megamusic entertainment Ltd. 

The Grounds for objection are: 

The prevention of nuisance: 

 There is a severe nuisance caused to myself and neighbours by noise 
escape from the club premises.  I am repeatedly disturbed  loud music 
(particuly the thud thud of the base). The proposed variation will increase and 
extend the time the level of nuisance making the life of myself intolerable. 

This problem is made worse by the failure to comply with condition 310 of the 
application The management routinely allow the violation of this condition by 
using the fire exits facing the Old Kent road to be used for exit and entry to the 
club when entertainment is provided. The proposed change to the licence is 
likely to increase this particular problem to an intolerable level particularly as 
the club management when challenged on this issue claim the right to use 
these doors for entry and exit to the club for artistes, staff and guests. 
Currently this means these doors are used in violation of the licence 
conditions every time the club is open and most frequently in the early hours 
of the morning. It is highly likely the proposed variation will make this issue 
even more intolerable. 

In addition the main entrance to the club has two doors designed as an 
'airlock' in that when one door is open the other should be closed to prevent 
noise escape from the premises. These doors are routinely opened at the 
same time and this misuse of the airlock increases substantialy the later it 
gets into opening hours I can only see this problem getting worse under the 
terms of the proposed variation. 

The general level of volume of the music played in the club is far too high for 
the level of sound proofing in the club. Music can always be heard outside on 
the street, in my garden and in my flat and my neighbours flat when the club is 
open. In addition the resonance and vibration from the volume levels and 
base levels of the music are quite intolerable .This proposed licence variation 
if granted without conditions for major sound and vibration reduction is likely 
to greatly increase the level of nuisance caused particularly as the volume of 
the music played is not properly supervised and is routinely raised  at 
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aproximately 1am and gets progressively worse the later it gets and the 
proposed changes are likely to make this even worse. 
  
  
The general supervison of the club is poor.The club actively encourages  the 
driving  of vehicles over the public pavement and parking on the pavement 
between the club premises and Mcdonalds restaurant and in front of the 
electricity substation.( I understand this land may not belong to the club 
though the club has partialy fenced and taken occupation of it) This area was 
paved by the local authority and is pedestranised yet the club encourages 
vehicle parking, loading and unloading of equipment and of passengers in this 
area. This late night  activity causes noise and disturbance including tooting of 
car horns, furious reving of engines, loud shouting and noise nuisance to 
myself and my neighbours. The manner in which this land is being used not 
only has no planning permission but actively negates against the conditions of 
the licence which require the club to attempt to reduce nuisance to 
neighbours. This club by the manner in which it allows vehicles and dozens of 
patrons to congregate outside in this area demonstrates a disregard for the 
responsibilities of the licence holder and an appalling level of nuisance to 
myself and my neighbours. I believe that the granting of the variation  will of 
itself {and certainly without strenous conditions to stop this area being used by 
the club in the manner in which they currently use it) cause conciderable and 
unacceptable increase in the the level of nuisance caused. 
  
  
Public urination  and public vomiting by male and female patrons of the club in 
the front of the club, by the fire exits, on the pavement outside the front and 
sides of the club, in the Old Kent Road, Marlborough Grove, the front of John 
Penry House and the vacant lot opposite John Penry House occurs very 
frequently every time the club is open. There is no attempt to control this by 
door supervisors even when it occurs in the alcoves by the fire doors and 
immediately in front of the club entrance.  In addition the garden and public 
areas of John Penry House - a sheltered housing scheme for elderly 
people - are often used for public defecation and urination and vomiting  as 
well a a rubbish tip by club patrons. It is inevitable this level of public nuisance 
will increase if the variation is granted. 
  
  
The other area of public nuisance is the parking of cars by club patrons in 
Marlborough grove particularly outside John Penry House. This leads to a 
constant disturbance most of the night and early hours of the morning when 
the club is open; with car horns being blown, doors slamming, engine revving, 
sqealing of brakes, loud voices, shouting and and frequenent altercations right 
outside my and my neighbours windows . No concideration at all  to the 
elderly residents in the sheltered housing scheme is shown by the stream of 
rowdy, often drunken or stoned club patrons that leave (or go to) this club, 
congregate outside John Penry House and then leave by car in such a rowdy 
manner. It seems this will only get worse if the variation to the license is 
granted. Certainly it is likely the length of time this awful disturbance and 
nuisance has to be endured will increase. 
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The Prevention of crime and disorder. 
  
I object to the granting of this variation to the licence as I believe it will greatly 
increase crime and disorder. This club is acting as a catalyst for crime in our 
area.  Every time the club is open drug dealers and club patrons can be 
observed buying and selling illegal drugs in the vicinity of the club particularly 
in Malt st.  
  
I and neighbours have watched club patrons buy drugs and go into the club 
and also come out the club go and buy drugs then go back in the club. This 
Problem was non existent in our area prior to these premises becoming a 
night club. The issue is getting steadily worse. There have been stabbings in 
the club, many fights and disturbances on the street, patrons of the club 
armed with guns requiring the presence of both plain clothes armed police 
officers and of uniformed armed police officers to park outside my home, in 
our street and by the club all night every night for several weeks. It is scary 
and terrifying to have this club attracting this level of crime and disorder to our 
door step. I believe the manner in which this club is run and its complete 
disregard for its neighbours contributes to this crime level and is currently the 
prime cause of crime and disorder at night in our area. If the variation is 
granted I believe the crime level will increase directly as a concequence. 
  
The door staff of this club do not seem able to control entry and egress from 
the club effectively to date response from complaints do not appear to have 
any effect, I believe the granting of the variation will only contribute to more 
aggression and disorder.  
  
Ensuring public safety 
  
There is a continous problem with Drunken drivers coming out the club. 
Drivers drive over the pavement and park in the pedestrian area. 
There are frequent fights in the street, Knives and even a fake firearm have 
been stashed in our garden. 
Abuse from club patrons, threats and aggressive behavior are routine 
There is vomit, urine and faeces in the street and the garden. 
The door staff are unhelpful, sometimes aggressive. 
The management do not respond appropriately and at best carry on merrily at 
worst do not seem to take their responsibilities seriously. 
  
I can only see these problems getting worse if the variation is approved; and 
perversly I think that (given my opinion on how this club is run) I believe to 
grant the variaton would in the mind of the club management act as a stamp 
of approval on their activities. 
  
Protection of children from harm  
  
If this variation to the license is granted the changes will mean children going 
past this club will be exposed to the detrimental effects of this club. The club 
is located in the vicinity of the main bus stops, the main shopping facilities, 
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close to at least one mosque and four churches and several schools as well 
as housing estates. It would be inevitable that the risk of danger to children 
would be increased as the operation of the club spills ever later into the 
morning both in the immediate vicinity of the club and from club patrons 
misbehaving in the area.  As a result children are more likely to be put at risk. 
The granting of the variation would be detrimental to our children. 
  
Summary 
  
This club is located immediately opposite a sheltered housing scheme for 
elderly people. The club premises used to be a public house and any 
disturbance or other nuisance was confined to a 11pm finish with the 
neighbourhood cleared by 11.30pm.  
  
Since the conversion to a night club there has been crime and nuisance creep 
and disturbance as the club operates later and later and longer and longer 
hours. 
  
Alterations to the fabric and sound proofing of the building have never 
adequately reflected its new use as a night club or the gradual extension of 
operating hours. 
  
The manner in which it has been run shows no concideration for neighbours 
and the noise nuisance it generates is particularly unfair to the elderly people 
living opposite. 
  
This Club is the cause of an unremitting and unconscienable intrusion and 
disturbance to the residents of John Penry House which have resulted in in 
unfair disturbance and noise nuisance most of the night, four nights every 
week.  Christmas and bank holidays have become a nightmare because of 
the noise and nuisance. This application proposes to extend this even further. 
Enough is enough. Is it not time that some limit was set and the local elderly 
people and other neighbours given some concideration and respite from this 
torture which has been imposed on us? 
  
In an Ideal world this club would be told the music should only be heard 
inside the club. Not on the street. Not in neighbours gardens, Not in 
neighbours houses or flats, Full stop. Other boroughs manage this why not 
Southwark? Why are we at the whim of a subjective decision by who ever 
from the licensing department? Why is the resonance and vibration 
emanating from the club not given due weight .This failure to regulate the 
basics properly and fairly is leading to all the problems referred to above. 
  
I understand that at this stage the committee can only deal with the issue of 
the variation and I wish to object to the granting of this application in the 
strongest possible terms. 
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Environmental Protection Team - Environment & Housing, Chaplin Centre, Thurlow Street, London SE17 2DG 
Switchboard - 020 7525 5000  Website - www.southwark.gov.uk 
Strategic Director Environment & Housing - Gill Davies 

MEMO:  Environmental Protection Team 

To David Franklin  Dorcas 

Mills  

Date 9th November 2009 

Copies Regen, Lic 

From Alan P. Blissett Telephone 020 7525 5766 Fax 020 7525 5728 

Email Alan.Blissett@southwark.gov.uk 

Subject Megamusic Entertainment 512-516 Old Kent Road SE1 

I refer to the application to vary premises licence dated 18th August 2009, in respect of supply of 
alcohol both on and off the premises until later hours on Thursday to Sunday 

Please also refer to my memo’s of 16th September 2009  and 2nd November 2009 

I understand that you have confirmation that the application under consideration now relates solely to 
the ground floor premises currently known as Club Traffik,  

My concerns in relation to the revised layout of the ground floor and re-configuration of the 
amplification have been addressed through a minor variation determination.  I note that work is in 
progress to construct lobbies to the two emergency exit doors onto Old Kent Road, which are 
designed to improve sound containment.  

My concerns in relation to the supply of alcohol off the premises until the requested curfew hours  
have been addressed by written confirmation to Licensing of 5th November amending the variation to 
‘on the premises’.   

There are no other outstanding aspects of the variation application which my service consider are 
relevant to the prevention of public nuisance objective, I therefore withdraw my representation. 

Alan Blissett     
Principal Environmental Protection Officer 
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This is a transcript of the same Email sent by 28 Local residents 
-see list attached. 
 
 
To: Southwark Council licensing service,C/O Southwark Environmental health 
and Trading standards, The Chaplin Centre, Thurlow Street, SE17 2DG. 
  
please find attached a copy of my objection sent on my behalf 
  
I am writing to object to  a premises variation to license 830446, Xeus 
Nightclub, 512-516 ground floor Old Kent Road SE1 5BA applicant 
Megamusic entertainment Ltd. 
  
The Grounds for objection are: 
  
The prevention of nuisance: 
  
 There is a severe nuisance caused to myself and neighbours by noise 
escape from the club premises.  I am repeatedly disturbed  loud music 
(particuly the thud thud of the base). The proposed variation will increase and 
extend the time the level of nuisance making the life of myself intolerable. 
  
This problem is made worse by the failure to comply with condition 310 of the 
application The management routinely allow the violation of this condition by 
using the fire exits facing the Old Kent road to be used for exit and entry to the 
club when entertainment is provided. The proposed change to the licence is 
likely to increase this particular problem to an intolerable level particularly as 
the club management when challenged on this issue claim the right to use 
these doors for entry and exit to the club for artistes, staff and guests. 
Currently this means these doors are used in violation of the licence 
conditions every time the club is open and most frequently in the early hours 
of the morning. It is highly likely the proposed variation will make this issue 
even more intolerable. 
  
In addition the main entrance to the club has two doors designed as an 
'airlock' in that when one door is open the other should be closed to prevent 
noise escape from the premises. These doors are routinely opened at the 
same time and this misuse of the airlock increases substantialy the later it 
gets into opening hours I can only see this problem getting worse under the 
terms of the proposed variation. 
  
The general level of volume of the music played in the club is far too high for 
the level of sound proofing in the club. Music can always be heard outside on 
the street, in my garden and in my flat and my neighbours flat when the club is 
open. In addition the resonance and vibration from the volume levels and 
base levels of the music are quite intolerable .This proposed licence variation 
if granted without conditions for major sound and vibration reduction is likely 
to greatly increase the level of nuisance caused particularly as the volume of 
the music played is not properly supervised and is routinely raised  at 



aproximately 1am and gets progressively worse the later it gets and the 
proposed changes are likely to make this even worse. 
  
  
The general supervison of the club is poor.The club actively encourages  the 
driving  of vehicles over the public pavement and parking on the pavement 
between the club premises and Mcdonalds restaurant and in front of the 
electricity substation.( I understand this land may not belong to the club 
though the club has partialy fenced and taken occupation of it) This area was 
paved by the local authority and is pedestranised yet the club encourages 
vehicle parking, loading and unloading of equipment and of passengers in this 
area. This late night  activity causes noise and disturbance including tooting of 
car horns, furious reving of engines, loud shouting and noise nuisance to 
myself and my neighbours. The manner in which this land is being used not 
only has no planning permission but actively negates against the conditions of 
the licence which require the club to attempt to reduce nuisance to 
neighbours. This club by the manner in which it allows vehicles and dozens of 
patrons to congregate outside in this area demonstrates a disregard for the 
responsibilities of the licence holder and an appalling level of nuisance to 
myself and my neighbours. I believe that the granting of the variation  will of 
itself {and certainly without strenous conditions to stop this area being used by 
the club in the manner in which they currently use it) cause conciderable and 
unacceptable increase in the the level of nuisance caused. 
  
  
Public urination  and public vomiting by male and female patrons of the club in 
the front of the club, by the fire exits, on the pavement outside the front and 
sides of the club, in the Old Kent Road, Marlborough Grove, the front of John 
Penry House and the vacant lot opposite John Penry House occurs very 
frequently every time the club is open. There is no attempt to control this by 
door supervisors even when it occurs in the alcoves by the fire doors and 
immediately in front of the club entrance.  In addition the garden and public 
areas of John Penry House - a sheltered housing scheme for elderly 
people - are often used for public defecation and urination and vomiting  as 
well a a rubbish tip by club patrons. It is inevitable this level of public nuisance 
will increase if the variation is granted. 
  
  
The other area of public nuisance is the parking of cars by club patrons in 
Marlborough grove particularly outside John Penry House. This leads to a 
constant disturbance most of the night and early hours of the morning when 
the club is open; with car horns being blown, doors slamming, engine revving, 
sqealing of brakes, loud voices, shouting and and frequenent altercations right 
outside my and my neighbours windows . No concideration at all  to the 
elderly residents in the sheltered housing scheme is shown by the stream of 
rowdy, often drunken or stoned club patrons that leave (or go to) this club, 
congregate outside John Penry House and then leave by car in such a rowdy 
manner. It seems this will only get worse if the variation to the license is 
granted. Certainly it is likely the length of time this awful disturbance and 
nuisance has to be endured will increase. 



  
The Prevention of crime and disorder. 
  
I object to the granting of this variation to the licence as I believe it will greatly 
increase crime and disorder. This club is acting as a catalyst for crime in our 
area.  Every time the club is open drug dealers and club patrons can be 
observed buying and selling illegal drugs in the vicinity of the club particularly 
in Malt st.  
  
I and neighbours have watched club patrons buy drugs and go into the club 
and also come out the club go and buy drugs then go back in the club. This 
Problem was non existent in our area prior to these premises becoming a 
night club. The issue is getting steadily worse. There have been stabbings in 
the club, many fights and disturbances on the street, patrons of the club 
armed with guns requiring the presence of both plain clothes armed police 
officers and of uniformed armed police officers to park outside my home, in 
our street and by the club all night every night for several weeks. It is scary 
and terrifying to have this club attracting this level of crime and disorder to our 
door step. I believe the manner in which this club is run and its complete 
disregard for its neighbours contributes to this crime level and is currently the 
prime cause of crime and disorder at night in our area. If the variation is 
granted I believe the crime level will increase directly as a concequence. 
  
The door staff of this club do not seem able to control entry and egress from 
the club effectively to date response from complaints do not appear to have 
any effect, I believe the granting of the variation will only contribute to more 
aggression and disorder.  
  
Ensuring public safety 
  
There is a continous problem with Drunken drivers coming out the club. 
Drivers drive over the pavement and park in the pedestrian area. 
There are frequent fights in the street, Knives and even a fake firearm have 
been stashed in our garden. 
Abuse from club patrons, threats and aggressive behavior are routine 
There is vomit, urine and faeces in the street and the garden. 
The door staff are unhelpful, sometimes aggressive. 
The management do not respond appropriately and at best carry on merrily at 
worst do not seem to take their responsibilities seriously. 
  
I can only see these problems getting worse if the variation is approved; and 
perversly I think that (given my opinion on how this club is run) I believe to 
grant the variaton would in the mind of the club management act as a stamp 
of approval on their activities. 
  
Protection of children from harm  
  
If this variation to the license is granted the changes will mean children going 
past this club will be exposed to the detrimental effects of this club. The club 
is located in the vicinity of the main bus stops, the main shopping facilities, 



close to at least one mosque and four churches and several schools as well 
as housing estates. It would be inevitable that the risk of danger to children 
would be increased as the operation of the club spills ever later into the 
morning both in the immediate vicinity of the club and from club patrons 
misbehaving in the area.  As a result children are more likely to be put at risk. 
The granting of the variation would be detrimental to our children. 

Summary 

This club is located immediately opposite a sheltered housing scheme for 
elderly people. The club premises used to be a public house and any 
disturbance or other nuisance was confined to a 11pm finish with the 
neighbourhood cleared by 11.30pm.  

Since the conversion to a night club there has been crime and nuisance creep 
and disturbance as the club operates later and later and longer and longer 
hours. 

Alterations to the fabric and sound proofing of the building have never 
adequately reflected its new use as a night club or the gradual extension of 
operating hours. 

The manner in which it has been run shows no concideration for neighbours 
and the noise nuisance it generates is particularly unfair to the elderly people 
living opposite. 

This Club is the cause of an unremitting and unconscienable intrusion and 
disturbance to the residents of John Penry House which have resulted in in 
unfair disturbance and noise nuisance most of the night, four nights every 
week.  Christmas and bank holidays have become a nightmare because of 
the noise and nuisance. This application proposes to extend this even further. 
Enough is enough. Is it not time that some limit was set and the local elderly 
people and other neighbours given some concideration and respite from this 
torture which has been imposed on us? 

In an Ideal world this club would be told the music should only be heard 
inside the club. Not on the street. Not in neighbours gardens, Not in 
neighbours houses or flats, Full stop. Other boroughs manage this why not 
Southwark? Why are we at the whim of a subjective decision by who ever 
from the licensing department? Why is the resonance and vibration 
emanating from the club not given due weight .This failure to regulate the 
basics properly and fairly is leading to all the problems referred to above. 

I understand that at this stage the committee can only deal with the issue of 
the variation and I wish to object to the granting of this application in the 
strongest possible terms. 



Party 17

-----Original Message----- 
From:   
Sent: Thursday, April 1, 2021 1:47 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk>; Kalu, Richard 
<Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: Victory Sports Bar, 516 First Floor, Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) 

Dear Southwark Council and Licensing Team 

I would be very grateful if you could register my opposition to the application of Victory 
Sports Bar, 516 First Floor Old Kent Road (licence number 874320) 

The history of venues at this location has plagued this residential community for many 
years. Many of us have lived in fear of our safety because of the violence and drug abuse 
it attracts to the area. Many of my neighbours have young children they worry for. 

Southwark councillors and the committee supported our position in May 2020, when they 
finally revoked the licence of K-Che (the latest in a long string of badly managed venues 
at this location). 

Our objections to a licensed venue returning to this location is not just about the history 
of violence and drug abuse. We are talking here about a residential area, with children, 
elderly and vulnerable residents living directly opposite the proposed venue for this 
establishment. 

One of the residential homes I am referring to is John Penry House - operated by 
Southwark Council for elderly residents. How can it be permissible for a venue to operate 
late into the night directly opposite a old folks home? The history of this location shows 
its unacceptable, and we should actually learn from this. 

If a licence is granted, I worry about how long it will be before the next serious episode of 
violence occurs. It could be even worse next time; where would we be left then? 

We as residents are relying on you to protect us from the irresponsible and dangerous 
management of premises in our residential community.  The vulnerable and elderly 
residents at John Penry House also deserve to be protected from the threat of crime and 
violence around their homes. 

We have worked really hard to improve the local area and are looking forward to a bright 
future for Southwark. We need our Council to stand up for us. 

I appreciate any support you can provide. 

With thanks, 

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
mailto:Richard.Kalu@southwark.gov.uk


Party 18

From:   
Sent: Thursday, April 1, 2021 2:16 PM 
To: Regen, Licensing <Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk> 
Subject: 874320 

Dear Licensing Team Southwark, 

I wish to object to the proposed Victory Sports Bar at 516 Old Kent Road. I have two 
young children and live in the flats opposite the club. This area is residential and 
populated by many young families. To have a club open until 3am Sunday to Wednesday 
and 5am Thursday to Saturday would be completely inappropriate. There is an open 
outdoor space outside the club and next to the 24 hr McDonalds where customers to the 
Sports Bar are likely to congregate at closing, time causing significant disruption to local 
residents, as has historically been the case with other venues operating on this site.  

When the venue was open in its previous form there were frequent disturbances, large 
crowds of intoxicated people congregating opposite and immediately outside our flats and 
the area was frequently littered with alcohol bottles and cans and drug debris after a club 
night. It is natural to assume that the same will happen and I would very much like to 
avoid this.   

Kind regards,  

mailto:Licensing.Regen@southwark.gov.uk
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